Notebook Assignment/Materials Quiz: Ch 02-Quiz 1

A: 27 – 30
B: 24 – 26  Points Earned:_______  Grade:_______
C: 21 – 23
D: 18 – 20  Graded by:_______________________  Date:_______ Period:_____

This paper is what gets turned in for your quiz grade!

Your Math Notebook & Learning Log will be the only written record of what you’ve done in the course and will be the chief way to study for tests, so take good care of it. AND KEEP IT ORGANIZED!!!!

Following the checklist below. The points earned will be written in front of each item when it has been checked it. Please only write point values in the space in front of the item.

_____ Learning Log (Spiral Notebook/Composition Book)
  to do daily assignments in. It should have lined or graph paper. (5 points)

_____ 3-ring binder (3 points)

_____ Section in binder labeled Assignment Sheets (1 point)

_____ Assignment Sheet from Unit 0 in the section “Assignment Sheets” (1 point)

_____ Assignment Sheet from Unit 1 in the section “Assignment Sheets” (1 point)

_____ Assignment Sheet from Unit 2 in the section “Assignment Sheets” (1 point)

_____ The Syllabus in the section “Assignment Sheets” (1 point)

_____ Resource Pages from Chapter in the section “Learning Log/Assignments” (1 point)

_____ Math Notes paper in the section “Math Notes” (1 point)

_____ Math Notes Chapter 1 written and kept in the section “Math Notes” (1 point)

_____ Math Notes for lesson 2.1.1 written and kept in the section “Math Notes” (1 point)

_____ Math Notes for lesson 2.1.2 written and kept in the section “Math Notes” (1 point)

_____ Math Notes for lesson 2.1.3 written and kept in the section “Math Notes” (1 point)

_____ Math Notes for lesson 2.1.4 written and kept in the section “Math Notes” (1 point)

_____ Math Notes for lesson 2.1.5 written and kept in the section “Math Notes” (1 point)

_____ Math Notes for lesson 2.2.1 written and kept in the section “Math Notes” (1 point)

_____ Section in binder labeled Learning Log Entries (1 point)

_____ Learning Log Entries paper in the section “Learning Log Entries” (1 point)

_____ Section in binder labeled Tool Kit (1 point)

_____ Yellow “Shapes Tool Kit” (1.3.2A Resource Page) filled out and in the section “Tool Kit” (1 point)

_____ Yellow “Angle Relationships Tool Kit” (2.1.3 Resource Page) filled out and in the section “Tool Kit” (1 point)

_____ Graph paper, ok if spiral notebook/composition book is graph paper or if it is separate paper (1 point)

_____ Scientific Calculator (2 points)